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Data base?

Arrangement of tables (many!), entries (many per table)

How do you get “intelligent” use of the data in the sense that you 
use all data connected through some common datapoints or 
flags?

How do you use the data “intelligent” if you want to search for as 
many questions as people in the earth?

Record

Column



  

Basic instruction set for SQL 
query

1. SELECT clause. Specifies the parameters you wish to 
retrieve from DB.

(what you want to get!)

2. FROM clause. Specifies the database tables from where 
you want to extract the data.

(from where you want to get it!)

3. WHERE clause. Specifies the limitations/constraints you 
want to impose on the extracted data.

(Conditions imposed on the data itself)



  

Example 1

SELECT objID, 

Field, ra, dec 

FROM PhotoObj

WHERE run=1336 and field = 11

(Obtains the unique objectID)

(Obtains the field number, and coordinates)

(From the photometric data table)

(Conditions that matches our criteria)

How do you know what are the entries of the 
database tables?



  

Schema database
http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr14/en/help/browser/browser.aspx

Tables Views Functions and procedures Constants



  

Imposing no conditions to the query

SELECT ra, dec

FROM Galaxy

Take all RA and DEC coordinates for all galaxies 
in the Galaxy VIEW 



  

Rich syntax for SQL
(sometimes source of mistakes)

SELECT TOP 100 u,g,r,i,z

FROM Galaxy

WHERE r<12 and r>0

SELECT TOP 100 u,g,r,i,z

FROM Galaxy

WHERE r BETWEEN 0 AND 12

select top 100 u,g,r,i,z

From Galaxy

WHEre r<12 and r>0

They all do the 
same query!

✔ Case insensitive
✔ Various forms for execution 
of comparison



  

Considering invalid flags-values

SELECT ra, dec, u, err_u

FROM PhotoObj

WHERE ra BETWEEN 180 AND 181

AND dec BETWEEN -0.5 AND 0.5

AND u BETWEEN -9999 AND 20.0    

AND err_u BETWEEN -1000 AND 0.1

What is the meaning of this query?



  

Using data from two tables

SELECT s.psfMag_g

FROM Star s, Field f

WHERE s.fieldID = f.fieldID

and  s.psfMag_g < 20

and  f.pspStatus = 2

Note that now we have 
an “alias” for each table

And so we use it



  

What is the meaning of this query?

SELECT p.objID, f.field, g.run

FROM PhotoObj p, Field f, Segment g

WHERE f.fieldid = p.fieldid

and  f.segmentid = g.segmentid

Data is taken from 
three different tables

Conditions are used to join them together



  

Select  plateX.plate, plateX.mjd,  specObj.fiberID, 

PhotoObj.modelMag_u, PhotoObj.modelMag_g, 

PhotoObj.modelMag_r, PhotoObj.modelMag_i, PhotoObj.modelMag_z,

PhotoObj.ra, PhotoObj.dec, specObj.z, PhotoObj.ObjID

from

    photoObj, specObj, plateX

where

    specObj.bestObjid = PhotoObj.ObjID 

    and plateX.plateID = specObj.plateID 

    and class = 'qso' 

    and specObj.zWarning = 0 

    and specobj.z between 0.3 and 0.4

Or three tables!



  

Outer joins

What if you are not rigorous about the data from the 
query?

Non inclusive query             use outer joins

Select P.objID, P.ra, P.dec, S.SpecObjId,S.ra, S.dec

From PhotoObj as P left outer join SpecObjAll as S on 
P.objID = s.BestObjID

All data from P is taken, missing data from s is filled 
with NULL



  

Calling functions from the DB

select top 100 z, dered_u, dbo.fCosmoAbsMag(dered_u, z, 
DEFAULT,DEFAULT,DEFAULT,DEFAULT,DEFAULT)

from SpecPhoto

where z > 0 and zWarning=0



  



  

Select p.ObjID, p.ra, p.dec, p.u, p.g, p.r, p.i, p.z

From photoObj p, dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(140,20,5) n

Where p.objID = n.objID  AND p.type = 3

Lets get the objects from the database at a given distance 
from a point with coordinates RA and DEC

dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(140, 20, 5)

RA DEC Radius (arcmin)

This function returns a table!
You can query it inside your query



  



  

http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr9/en/help/howto/search/default.asp



  



  



  

SELECT TOP 1000

g.run, f.field, p.objID

FROM photoObj p, fieldf, segment g

WHERE f.fieldid= p.fieldid

 and  f.segmentid = g.segmentid

and  f.psfWidth_r > 1.2

and  p.colc > 400.0



  

When using table valued functions, you 
must do the joinexplicitly (rather than using 

"="). To do this, we use the syntax 
SELECT quantities

       FROM table1

       JOIN table2 on table1.quantity =table2.quantity

       WHERE constraints
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